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Phan talks Scholar plants seeds of activism Professor
speaks on the
about early
BY COURTNEY HOFFMAN
Church and
NEWS EDITOR
Christianity
BY MARK HEISEY
CHIEF COPY EDITOR
Christianity began in the
Middle East. From there it
spread to Asia, Africa and
Europe. Rev. Peter C. Phan,
the Ignacio Ellacuria Chair
of Catholic Social Thought at
Georgetown University, refuted
the tendency to read the history
of Christianity as a strictly or
even predominantly "western"
religion in his lecture "How
Western/European Is Chris
tianity? Missiological
and
Theological Considerations on
World Christianity."
Phan began the Portman
Lecture on Tuesday in the IPJ
by addressing Pope Benedict
XVI's Sept. 12, 2006 speech,
which is most remembered for
inciting violent reactions by
Muslims. Phan objected to the
pope saying that Christianity
"took on its historically deci
sive character in Europe."
"When I read this text I said
to myself, 'What an injustice
to history and to Christianity,'"
Phan said.
Phan-presented the historical
ly accurate history of the spread
of Christianity in opposition to
the story erroneously believed
by many Christians. The belief
that Rome was the hub of early
Christianity is completely inac
curate according to Phan. He
pointed out that the first seven
ecumenical councils were held
in the East. In Phan's view,
Christianity cannot be under
stood apart from its Asian and
Semitic origins.
Phan credits the misunder
standing of Christianity as an
historically western religion to
the limited scope of what has
been written about church his
tory.
"The writers of early church
history were western... They
only knew what they wrote

See PHAN, page 3

Inside
T.

climate change

John Prendergast describes himself as a
"Johnny Apple Seed figure." The human
rights activist and former Clinton adminis
tration diplomat is a bona fide globetrotter,
traveling from state to state and country to
country brokering peace deals, network
ing with Hollywood activists and rallying
college campuses together in a mission to
end mass atrocities in Africa.
I met with Prendergast on an overcast
Friday afternoon, two days before his flight
back to D.C. Tall and slim, with shoulder
length hair, Prendergast is a man on the
move; his five-week stay as a scholar-inresidence at the Joan B. Kroc School of

BY MELISSA BLEAK
STAFF WRITER

a conservationist versus realist
argument.
Part of the issue is over the
California smelt, a three-inch
fish native to California rivers.
Its natural habitat would be
destroyed if plans are passed
to divert the various rivers the
smelt calls home. By diverting
these rivers, water would flow
to southern California more
efficiently. Furthermore, con
servation of this endangered
species has halted the build
ing of water storage devices,

The threat of global warm
ing is a common topic among
scientists and politicians today.
As a result, a large number of
Americans are finding ways
to be "greener" in hopes of
protecting the planet. Many
groups are encouraging mem
bers to embrace these meth
ods, including the Catholic
Church.
John Hart, professor of
Christian ethics at Boston
University, gave a lecture en
titled "Global Warming and
the Catholic Faith" on Feb. 28
in the IPJ theater.
Hart discussed some of
the effects of global warm
ing that are occuring and the
consequences of not acting to
protect the planet.
One of the problems,
Hart said is the warming and
consequent rise of the ocean
levels. The oceans have gotten
so warm that even if we stop
burning fossil fuels the melt
ing will continue. Because the
waters have been warmed, the
glaciers and icecaps are melt-

See TRIP, page 3

See WARMING, page 3
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See DARFUR, page 3

Students explore Sacramento
BY ROBBIE THOMAS
STAFF WRITER
No water, budgeting issues
and partisan politics, oh my!
On a recent trip to the
California state capital, USD
political science students had
the opportunity to see the real
issues affecting the golden
state: water and the budget
crisis.
Students were also able to
meet and talk to all members
of the political process, from
congressional staffers to the
Lt. Governor himself.

Tensions between northern
California and southern Cali
fornia could be seen around
every corner of the capital,
especially in regards to water.
The north has it and the south
needs it.
The amount of water flow
ing into the state can make or
break almost all levels of Cali
fornia society. Students heard
from an expert panel that water
conservation has become very
political.
Unlike other issues, how
ever, this is not simply a red
versus blue fight, but more of

Founders hosts concert
BY LIZ BUCKLEY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
Stained glass highlighted
the faces of • the musicians,
casting them in a natural spot
light as the first notes filled the
high, airy ceilings of Founders
Chapel. Although this was not
Sunday mass, USD students,
staff and community members
joined together to find solace
in the transcendent sounds of
the "Angelus Concert Series
of Sacred Early Music," on
March 2.

CAMPUS FOCUS
• Dear Jilla p. 5

The \/ lStcl " Grandparents weekend p. 5
• Invasion of manpris p. 6

The audience was not greet
ed with a formal introduction
but with an ethereal melody
played by Jonathan Salzedo
with harpsichord, a keyboard
instrument that was invented
before the piano. Each piece
performed during the concert,
13 in all, highlighted a differ
ent period of history from the
seventeenth century that was
characterized by the Baroque
period. In the early 17th cen
tury music was composed
during the tumult of the Thirty

See MUSIC, page 2
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Jonathan Salzedo plays the harpsichord during the opening piece.
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Newsworthy:

"You didn't need an engineering report to see the building
was falling down. But inspectors said this is fine, this is not

.
choffman@usdvista.com

structural."

_ Locai Manhattan merchant, John Ryan

ORLD BEAT
BY LIZ BUCKLEY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
Jl Suicide bombers in
Pakistan target Naval
ifV Pakista
College
Two suicide bombers
killed five people at a naval
college in Pakistan and
wounded at least 16. The
suicide bombers were also
killed in the process. The
suicide bombers were not
allowed access to the col
lege, as security officers de
terred them, but they set off
explosives in the campus
parking lot that started a
chain reaction.
A TV station covering
the event showed the col
lege gate demolished and
a scene of mayhem with

black smoke and dead bodies.
This was the fourth attack in four
days in Pakistan including the
bombing of a bus on Monday.
Pakistan holds Islamic militants
responsible for the attacks.
*Ii China accused of
-m hacking
hackin into U.S.
computer
systems
f
compu
The U.S. has accused China of
attempting to hack into U.S. mil
itary computer .systems. China
has denied the accusations. The
U.S. outlined their concerns in a
report that highlighted China's
increased spending, expansion
of the Navy and investment in
nuclear weapons and missiles as
a tactic to destroy satellites.
On Tuesday Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesman Qin Gang
stated that China's policies are
peaceful and defensive. He
criticized the U.S. and their
Cold War mentality. The U.S.
has been concerned since last
year when China was successful
in firing a missile at one of its
old satellites and demolishing it.
The U.S. exhibited the same ca
pabilities last month when they
targeted and hit an old satellite.

Sources: BBC, CNN

president
d l WVenezuelan
neny
f a caccused
c u s e d of supporting
J terrorist
terrorisi group
Colombian President Alvaro
Uribe said on Tuesday that
he would charge Venezuelan
President Hugo Chavez in in
ternational court for providing
funding to a terrorist group.
Uribe stated that Chavez has
given $300 million dollars to the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia. The information was
obtained through computers that
were confiscated in a military
raid last weekend.
U.S. President George Bush
supports Uribe and his accusa
tions against Chavez. Bush
added that he is working with
Colombia to target their drug
trafficking and violence issues.
The European Union hopes that
the situation will be resolved
peacefully and without incident.
England urged to cut
down on greenhouse
gas emissions
A recent study by the Institu
tion of Mechanical Engineers
recommends that the U.K.
implement railways to conserve

energy and cut down on carbon
emissions. The report focuses
on how to make the railways
appealing to ^customers. Sug
gestions included offering fea
tures like wireless Internet and
improved food services in the
trains.
The trains would be faster
than the ones currently offered
and would be more efficient.
The authors of the study pro
pose that the U.K. study Japan's
railway system; where trains
run on schedule, rarely have
maintenance issues and where
railway stations are centrally
located.
Racist video sparks
controversy and pro
tests in South Africa
Students in South Africa are
protesting against a racist video
that surfaced Tuesday. The video
shows white students playing a
joke on black housekeepers by
making them taste a stew that
had urine in it.

The university stated that stu
dents who were upset over the
university's attempt to integrate
the residence halls created the
video. A criminal investiga
tion is in progress. Two students
have been suspended and the
other two graduated last year.
Authorities have arrested 28
black student protestors, how
ever protests are still underway.
Firefighter victim of
Wendy's shooting
Firefighter Rafael Vazquez
was killed during his lunch
break at Wendy's in Florida.
Vazquez was at the counter when
a gunman shot him in his back.
The 60-year-old gunman, who
has been identified as Alburn
Edward Blake, then committed
suicide. Four others were in
jured in the attack on Monday.
Police are saying a customer
kicked the pistol out of Blake's
hand after the suicide and at
tended to the Vazquez. They
can find no reason Vazquez was
targeted and are uncertain why
the attack occurred.

Performances of sacred early music captivate audience
MUSIC, continued
Years War, from 1618 to 1648.
After the war ended music
changed as it became a way
to express emotion and per
sonal freedom. The transition
from one piece to the next was
flawless during the concert as
musicians recaptured music
that was originally composed
centuries ago with emotion
and sincerity.
"Aeterne Deus," a con
certo composed by German
Johann Rosenmiiller, included
a Soprano aria sung by AnneMarie Dicce. The concerto
was left in its native language,
German, yet Dicce captivated
the audience with her heart
felt rendition of the aria that
ALI TAPPERAHE VISTA
praises Jesus for his gift of David Wilson plays the violin and John Lutterman plays the cello at Founders Chapel.
Salvation.
together to recreate Sonata
Violinist David Wilson was beautiful and profound piece." Funck expertly orchestrated the
VII from "XII Sonates a un
the first musician to speak Wilson is an expert violinist Sonata as if having a conversa
tion
through
music.
Pfau
has
Hautbois
de Concert" com
and
played
with
ease
and
grace
during the concert. He de
posed by German Jean Michel
scribed how "The Crucifixion" as the instrument responded to a calm energy about her and
speaks through her music, as
Muller. The Sonata has four
by Austrian composer Biber his practiced touch.
Oboist Marianne Pfau is she never introduced herself or
movements with alternating
includes notes that are meant
tempos that created a lively
to mimic the hammering nails aprofessor of music history at the concert; however, her pas
USD
and
director
of
the
Angesion
for
music
is
apparent.
Her
and
energized final
perfor
of the crucifixion of Jesus and
lus
Sacred
Early
Music
Series.
elegant
and
poised
demeanor
mance
that
included
violin,
the storm that was portrayed
recorder, oboe, cello and
in the Bible. Wilson stated that She performed "Sonata 12" by perfectly compliments the deli
harpsichord. The power in the
the, "deep emotion tied up in Venetian Dario Castello with cacy of the oboe.
room was almost tangible as
Igna
Funck,
who
played
the
For
the
final
piece
of
the
the chords recreate the scene of
the final chord echoed in the
Jesus' death in the incredibly recorder. Professor Pfau and concert the musicians joined

chapel. The musicians bowed
modestly before walking off
the makeshift stage leaving
the audience captivated by the
final Sonata that was infused
with so much life and spirit.
Director Pfau felt honored
to have the opportunity to play
in Founders Chapel which she
describes as, "the crowning
jewel of our campus: a sacred
space in which delicate, sophis
ticated, intricate early music
can ring freely, opening a path
for the soul to reach beyond the
mundane." Pfau continued, "I
am most grateful to the donor
Cynthia Haney, who makes
the 'Angelus Series of Early
Music' possible each year, to
my fellow musicians who feel
honored performing here and
to the audience who listened
with such palpable intensity on
Sunday afternoon. That was a
special gift indeed!"
The next music concert
hosted by USD is the Fac
ulty Recital featuring Therese
Bulat, Soprano, Rob Shaheen,
tenor and Scott Gregory, bari
tone. The program is Saturday
at 8 p.m. in Shiley Theatre. For
all concerts tickets are on sale
at the door only. Tickets are $5
with student ID.
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"Let my planet go!" Climate issues still relevant
the real <
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ALAN BRUNET/THE VISTA

Boston University professor John Hart speaks on global warming.

WARMING, continued
ing at a faster rate than ever
before.

"People have forgotten about
it because there has been no
large press event recently, but it
is ongoing and we cannot forget

about it," Hart said. "It's time to
be concerned and involved."
This melting will cause
landmasses to shrink as the
increased ocean water covers
the existing shoreline. People
will be forced to move inward
due to this flooding, since it is
estimated that about 80 percent
of the world's population lives
near a major body of water.
"We will have islands and
island communities that disap
pear due to the melting of ice we have already had it happen,"
Hart said.
He related these problems
to the popular phrase known to
those that have studied Moses
leading the Israelites out of
Egypt by stating that God is tell

ing us "Let my planet go!"
Pope John Paul II once said,
"Christians, in particular, realize
that their responsibility within
creation and their duty toward
nature and the creator are an es
sential part of their faith." Hart
added onto this declaring, "This
is an essential part of being a
Christian - taking care of the
environment."
Hart concluded his lecture
explaining that as Catholics,
or members of other religious
sects, we must remember it is
our duty to manage creation as
we see it. He emphasized this
by saying, "Every time you take
a breath today, you are breathing
a molecule that Jesus (or your
religious figure) breathed."

Students travel to learn about California's issues
TRIP, continued
some in Sacramento claim is the
key to improving water reclama
tion. Proponents of water stor
age devices cite the necessity
of reclaiming the millions of
gallons of water lost each year,
from watering lawns, sewage,
and rain, to name a few.
Smiting the smelt is a small
price to pay, if it helps Californians, according to assembly
republicans, the main, propo
nents of water storage devices.
In the mean time, assembly
democrats are entertaining other
ways to improve California's

water distribution, while keep
ing the smelt alive.
While water is a huge issue
currently, it pales in comparison
to the state's budget crisis. Years
of price gouging, and wasteful
spending have finally caught up
with California. And one area
in particular that is feeling the
squeeze is education.
The proposed budget by the
governor is planning a 10 per
cent budget reduction across
the board, including education.
This will impact schools in the
CSU, UC and community col
lege districts. Due to the lack of
funding, tuition fees will go up

and admissions will go down.
While there is controversy
as to exactly how many in the
CSU/UC will be denied, Sena
tor Gil Cedillo said it could be in
the thousands. Drastic reduction
in admittance to public univer
sities is not the most shocking
news. Some in Sacramento have
even said that out right closure
of a UC would be necessary. No
need for alarm, this drastic step
is viewed as more of a band aid
to the problem than a fix.
Higher education is not
alone in spending cuts, K-12
will have the amount spent
per student also reduced. This

has created uproar through all
levels of society. Conservative
estimates rank California 45 in
the nation when it comes to K12 education. Many fear that re
ducing the dollar amount spent
per student even more, will only
worsen California's already
lackluster school system. Poli
ticians will continue to duke it
out till some type of agreement
on the budget is produced.
The one thing all politicians
agreed on was the idea that Californians need to be more aware
of the malaise that affects our
state and we will need to make
sacrifices to fix it.

Prendergast encourages student involvement
DARFUR, continued
Peace Studies was one stop on
a roadmap of events.
"I normally do talks at
schools, synagogues, churches
and then I go off to the next
place," he said. "I spend a few
days in Washington, and then

on future campaigns, little has
slowed down.
Prendergast is signed up
for two episodes of "60 Min
utes" set to be shot in north
ern Uganda and Khartoum,
Sudan.
"We're going to meet with
some of the key figures [in

nent that's full of positive case
studies and stories of transfor
mation," he said. "It's just Af
rica's turn in history... they're
going through their early pangs
in state formation."
Prendergast did say that the
United States should focus on
the few countries locked in

"This is a new era and a massive opportunity for young
people. It's a very exciting moment where individuals can
actually influence the course of history."
John Prendergast, co-chair of the ENOUGH Project
I go off to Africa three to four
times a year for extended trips.
That's my life at this point."
As a tour-de-force in rais
ing awareness about genocide,
Prendergast's life is hectic;
his color-coded schedule is
packed with student meetings,
lectures and an endless stream
of interviews. While at USD,
Prendergast was active on
campus leading talks about
Sudan and encouraging stu
dents to become proactive in
the fight to end crimes against
humanity. With his eyes now

Sudan] to discuss the counterterrorism relationship the
United States has with the Su
danese government," he said.
As the co-chair of the
ENOUGH Project - a D.C.based organization aimed at
ending turmoil and genocide
in Africa through education
and political pressure - Pren
dergast is optimistic about the
continent's future despite the
"usual stories of gloom and
doom."
"I'm not terribly discour
aged at all. Africa is«a conti-

conflict; he personally has "the
most hope for Senator Obama"
to shift more attention toward
African trouble spots.
"I really think [Obama] is a
once in a generation candidate
who has the capacity to be a real
game changer," he said. "This
is not to degrade the other can
didates... we're lucky to have
this kind of choice |but] Sena
tor Obama is just in a different
league altogether."
As the former director of
African Affairs at the National
Security Council, Prender

gast is the go-to guy when
policymakers need advice
on Africa. With over 20
years of experience with the
continent, he knows how to
network with Hollywood
activists to keep the crisis in
Darfur in the limelight.
The most recent effort of
his synergy is his eighth book
"Not On Our Watch," co-au
thored by "Hotel Rwanda"
star Don Cheadle. Other
endeavors include collabo
rating with Angelina Jolie in
a project to demobilize child
soldiers and an ENOUGH
campaign with Oscar nomi
nee Ryan Gosling.
Despite all his ties with
high ranked officials and dogooder movie stars, Prend
ergast wholly believes in the
power of the individual.
"This is a new era and
a massive opportunity for
young people," he said.
"It's a very exciting moment
where individuals can actu
ally influence the course of
human history. So jump in,
get involved and join the
movement. "

Lecture brings
alternate
perspective
PHAN, continued
about," said Phan.
A more complete under
standing of the diverse forms
of early Christianity, Phan said,
would also help in understand
ing Christianity today.
In the 16th century, Chris
tian missions were bound in
the spread of colonialism. The
Catholic Church spread Chris
tianity by imposing its own
cultural understanding of what
Christianity should look like
onto other cultures. The true
role of the church, according to
Phan, is not to build churches
but to bring the reign of God.
A ' more universal under
standing is especially important
to Christians because of how
Christianity is taking shape
today in what Phan called the
southern shift. Many Christians
only think of what is going on in
the church in Europe and North
America, yet it will not be long
until these Christians comprise
the minority of the Christian
population. By 2025, over half
of the Christian population will
be African and Latin American
non-white. By 2050, only one
fifth of Christians will be nonLatin American white.
Phan advises that the church
must realize this and change its
focus. What may be important
for Europe and North America
might not be important for the
majority of Christians. "Which
are the real issues confronting
Christianity?" asked Phan.
This understanding of Chris
tianity as a world religion also
affects the way Phan views
people of other religions. He
sees a necessity for dialogue be
tween Christians and members
of other faiths, especially when
the dialogue regards peacemak
ing.
"If you do peacemaking and
you do not get together and
pray together, that peace will
not last," Phan said.
Phan concluded with a
pertinent connection between
the earliest church history and
current world events. The hub
of early Christianity was not
Rome, but Baghdad. Phan
points to the destruction of the
Iraqi Christian population by
the current war as the greatest
harm being done to Christianity
today.
"For me, as a Christian, that
[destruction] is disastrous,"
Phan said. Of 250,000 Chris
tians living in Iraq prior to the
2003 invasion, only a few thou
sand remain.
"That Christianity is as de
finitive as any Christianity,"
Phan said.
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FRIDAY. FEB. 29

Cuyamaca Hall: At
3:03 p.m. Resident
Assistants cited six
resident students for
Minor in Possession.

Palomar Hall: At
12:53 a.m. Public
Safety observed an

individual that was
extremely intoxicated.
Upon investigation the
individual was unable to
walk on her own, had
slurred speech, and a
strong odor of alcohol
coming from her. The
individual was identified

as a resident student
and was voluntarily
transported to Detox.
SerreHalhAt 12:08
p.m. Public Safety
responded to a report
of a possibly bias
motivated statement

SATURDAY. MAR. 1

Camino Hall: At
12:21 a.m Resident
Assistants cited one
resident student for
hosting and six resident
students for Minor in
Possession.

Cuyamaca Hall: At
paramedics and
taken to the hospital
for possible alcohol
poisoning.

San Antonio da Padua:
At 1:22 a.m. Resident
Assistants cited one
student for Minor in

scratched into the
toilet paper dispenser
in a men's restroom.
Upon invesitgation
it was written in
permanent marker.
The University's Critical
Incident Response
Team was notified.
SUNDAY, MAR. 2

1:03 p.m. Public Safety
responded to a report
of individuals consuming
alcohol on campus.
The individuals were
contacted and identified
as non-students. All
individuals were under
21 and the SDPD
Possession.

Missions A At 10:30
a.m. Public Safety
responded to a report
of a student that was
possibly intoxicated
and unaware of
her surroundings.

was contacted. After
further investigation the
individuals were asked
to leave campus and
were driven by their
designated driver.

Main Parking Structure:

Safety responded to
a report of a vehicle
that had its driver's
side window broken
into. Upon investigation
there were no items
missing and no
damage.

San Miguel Hall: At

Pardee Legal Research
Center At 2:16

individual was described
as an Asian male in his
late 20s. The individual
asked the students to
watch his backpack.
He also asked female
students for their
phone numbers and
names.

At 9:18 p.m. Public
Upon investigation
the individual was
contacted, evaluated,
determined to be able
to care for herself and
referred to Student
Affairs for Minor in
Possession.

p.m. Public Safety
responded to a
report of a suspicious
individual making
unwanted contact with
two female students.
Upon investigation the

12:12 a.m. Public
Safety responded
to a report of an
intoxicated female
that was vomiting.
Upon investigation,
the resident student
was evaluated by

El famoso y bien conocido "Cow Parade" viene a Tijuana
BY DANIEL HERRERA

STAFF WRITER
Si aunque no lo crean llega
un desfile de vacas a Tijuana.
Pero estas vacas son unicas en
el mundo porque son hechas por
artistas. Este desfile de vacas
es la exposicion mas grande del
mundo del arte. Estas vacas han
viajado desde Chicago hasta"'
Nueva York en 1999 y en el
2000 en Kansas City y llegaron
a Houston en el 2001 y se fueron
a Londres en el 2002. Esta ex
posicion se ha estado evolucionando no nomas en el tamano
sino en la creatividad al igual
que la cualidad. Estas vacas
estan moldeadas todas iguales
pero lo que las distingue es en la
manera en que su artista decide

pintarlas. El artista de cada
ciudad, que vistan las vacas, se
siente retados por el artista ante
rior. Mucho del arte que llevan
las vacas son inspiraciones de la

Mas importante, el "cow
parade" es un beneficio de caridad. Al final de cada exposicion
las vacas son subastadas, y con
todoslos fondos recaudados son

a Nueva York recaudaron $1.35
millones que fueron dados a
muchas asociaciones de caridad de la comunidad de Nueva
York. Ahi unas de las vacas fue

Mucho del arte que llevan las vacas son inspiraciones de
la cultura de su ciudad respectiva, o simplente por su pro
pria inspiracion.
cultura de su ciudad respectiva,
o simplemente por su propia
inspiracion.
El "cow parade", llamado por
los artistas, no es arte de clase
alta. Al contrario, mas que nada
es una exhibition de arte publica
y accesible para todos.

The Vista
Editorial -(619)260-4584
Business-(619) 260-4714
Arts & Culture - (619) 260-7848
Fax-(619) 260-4610
URL - vwwv.sandieao.edu/vista

donados a una asociacion de
caridad. Por ejemplo, cuando
la exposicion estuvo en Chi
cago la subasta pudo recaudar
$3 millones. Un promedio que
recaude cada vaca es de $25 mil
y a veces hast'a $110 millones.
Cuando ef "cow parade" llego

subastada por $60 mil que fue
pintada por un artista de la companfa Tiffany's Co.
Y ahora gracias al Ayuntamiento de Tijuana y al grupo
lechero Lala trajeron a la ciudad
de Tijuana esta exposicion' de
arte-. Estas vacas han estado
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en ciudades como Londres,
Roma, Zurich, Chicago, Paris y
Nueva York entre muchas otras.
Pero esta no es la primera vez
que pisan tierra Azteca porque
ya han estado en la ciudad de
Mexico y en Guadalajara con
10 millones de visitantes.
Cualquier ciudadano tendra
la oportunidad de participar en
confeccionando una vaca. Pero
tendra que enviar sus bocetos
al Institute Municipal de Arte
y Cultura (IMAC) hasta el 19
de marzo. Despues estas vacas
seran colocadas en las avenidas
principals de Tijuana en los
camellones y banquetas. Seran
70 vacas en total que van a ser
colocadas en Tijuana en mes de
abril.
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America, even if it's in Hamburger Technology."
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Dear Jilla: Help me get rid of her boyfriend

BY JILLIAN ANTHONY
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR:
My roommate constantly has her
boyfriend over, and it drives me nuts!
What should I do?
-Annoyed in the Alcala Vistas

It seems a very common college
problem has caught up with you, and
is often sleeping in the bed across from
yours.
Your roommate has joined that
dreaded cute, cuddly, romantic, PDAprone,
let-me-feed-you-your-mealwith-a-spoon-even-though-you-are-afully-functioning-adult couples cult.
Not that I have anything against cou
ples. Okay, yes I do, but that is beside
the point. Right now all you want to
be able to do is open the door to your
room to grab a change of clothes with
out being worried about getting to
know anyone on a level you are just
not ready for. And I am here to help
you achieve that.
First of all, stop being so nice about
the situation. Of course allow your
roommate some alone time with her
man, but some does not mean six out

of seven nights a week. Three max, and
that's pushing it. You could drop subtle
hints at first. If they're canoodling on
the couch and all you want to do is eat
your pasta and watch "Rock of Love II"
without vomiting, slip in a little snide
comment that will go straight to the
guy's ego.
"So I haven't seen you working out
much, Johnny. Been spending too much
time with Vanessa to worry about your
diminishing biceps, huh?"
Gets them every time.
Or if that doesn't work, a good oldfashioned awkward moment can do
wonders for a tricky clingy boyfriend
situation.
Camp out in your room and abso
lutely refuse to leave. If he wants to
sleep over, fine, but you will be sleep
ing in your own bed as well, thank you
very much.

Brush your teeth at the same
time he does and smile at him in the
mirror. Drool a little if you must.
When you all go to bed announce
loudly, "Goodnight guys! I love
sleepovers!" without a hint of irony.
Then wait a few minutes for every
one to start falling asleep and fake
snore like you have never fake snored
before. After a few nights of that he
will be sleep and love deprived and
will be begging her to stay over at his
place for awhile. Problem solved!
You get what you want, your room
back, and he gets what he wants, a
private room, and maybe some of his
self-respect back.
And besides, no student at USD
would ever have a member of the
opposite sex stay over in his or her
room anyways, right? That is very
clearly against the rules.

Grandparents Weekend brings generations together
USD grandchildren introduce their extended family to the college lifestyle
BY JORI GREGORIO

STAFF WRITER

watch an exciting game. Not
only did this prove to be an
exciting time for the grand
mas and grandpas but it also
was nice for the team as it
created a bigger audience
for the Toreros.
Regardless of whether the
students and families went
to the planned events, the
weekend proved to be one
of great fun.
"I have another grand
daughter in San Diego so the
university's
grandparents
weekend gave me an excuse
to come visit my two girls,"
Marjorie Hook said. "We got
to get pedicures, manicures
and my favorite- go out to
dinner."
The weekend gave many
homesick students a slice
of home and the people that
they miss while reminding
many lonely parents and grandparents
what a great university they have en
trusted their kids to.
Whether bonding over a basketball
game or a manicure, each family that
participated left feeling just a little bit
closer. Even if they live thousands of
miles apart.

This weekend the campus was filled
with individuals that may no longer be
university students but are still young at
heart. Grandparents Weekend brought
families together as USD students and
their grandparents took advantage of
the programs put on annually by the
university.
The weekend offered a chance for
grandparents and extended family
members to get a glimpse into their
family member's college lifestyle - sit
ting in on classes, touring the campus
and meeting members of the faculty
and staff.
The families were entertained by
a performance by the choral scholars,
taking a San Diego trolley tour and
attending the men's basketball game
against Pepperdine.
The goal of Grandparents Weekend
is to better connect the parents and
grandparents with the daily activities
that their children participate in.
"Even though my grandparents
weren't able to make it out from Colora
do it was still cool to see some students
bring their families into class," student
Scott Lasswell said. "These parents
spend huge amounts of money on their
children's education; they should be
invited to sit in on some classes."
Some of the other activities included Above right: Sophomore Adam Vanni
a presentation by Sister Virginia Rodee, and his grandmother Barbara participate
who gave the history of the University of in the events of Grandparents Weekend,
San Diego. Another seminar informed an annual weekend hosted by the Office
parents and grandparents about the best of Parent Relations.
ways to give donations and contribu
Below Right: Grandparents and stu
tions to the university.
Since our men's basketball team dents enjoy a trolley tour around San
Diego.
played Pepperdine Saturday it was
recommended that the families go to

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF PARENT RELATIONS
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Cooking classes in the cafeteria sizzle with Chef Doug
BY JENNIFER GARDNER
GU^ST WRITER
Spices were sizzling and mouths
were watering as students congregated
Monday night in the Main Dining
kitchen. The Women's Center recently
hosted another successful cooking
class with Chef Doug.
"College Cuisine has been running
for over four years now and it is a
great way to meet new people and get
involved with the USD community,"
said Julie Schwarz, one of the staff
members of the Women's Center.
Not only do you get to learn how
to cook but you also get to taste the
delectable food in the end. The Wom
en's Center picks the menus and Chef
Doug provides the ingredients. The

food is complimentary on behalf of the
Women's Center.
As students and staff enter the
kitchen the menus are nicely laid out
with the ingredients and directions at
tached. On today's menu is gnocchi
with a roasted red pepper sauce fol
lowed by black and white brownies.
Divided into groups of three, teams
work and learn together.
A returning cook, a freshman named
Daniella who is a part of the Women's
Center, "enjoys learning how to
cook."
While females dominated the class
men are always welcome.
Cole, a sophomore, was a good
sport about being one of the only boys
besides Chef Doug. Cole came unexpectedly
when
he
asked
his
two friends
get
to
dinner with
him. To his
surprise,
they were
going
to
a cooking
class and he
would have
to work for
his meal.
COURTESY OF JENNIFER GARDNER

The

Participants study the recipes before tr y i n g o u t t h e c o o k i n g t e c h n i q u e s W o m e n ' s
for themselves.
Center
fo-

Invasion of the manpris
BY GIOVANNI GONZALES

COLUMNIST

As the San Diego winter slowly fades
away, students find themselves retiring
their jeans and sweaters for shorts and
T-shirts. As the weather changes and
a new season beckons, a silent killer
is stalking and preying on its victims,
both on and off campus; the "manpris"
or as some prefer to call them, the threequarter shorts. Anyone that has studied
abroad knows about this fashion travesty. This piece of semi-popular men's
apparel is a cross between a pair of
capris and jeans that stop between the
ankle and mid-calf.
The manpris were born out of the
European fashion scene in the 90s and
inevitably spread throughout the world
like a horrible fungus. Since then they
have maintained a very popular presence in Europe and elsewhere abroad
mostly because the demand for them has
remained steady and in some cases has
even skyrocketed. Contributing to their
popularity is the fact that all the major
designers (including Giorgio Armani,
Dolce and Gabbana and . Versace) are
still producing them and designing
them so that they are even more multifunctional. The past two spring seasons,
the fashion world has seen the re-invention.of the manpri from mere pants into
a unique fashion statement. Manpris are
no longer being viewed as just tacky
beach wear. Instead they have been
reinvented in a way that makes them

functional not only for a quick jaunt to
THE beach but also for a dinner date.
As convincing as this argument might
be not many men are buying it. Many
are asking why one of their own would
voluntarily wear such a hideous piece
of clothing? Do a select few individuals consider this piece of clothing a true
fashion item or can the real argument
be summed up as the indecisiveness of
an individual? Has the decision come
down to either wearing a pair of pants
or a pair of shorts, and in the absence of
the ability to make a decision the victim
chooses to wear a combination of both?
Here is my advice to you sweet and
simple, my fellow reader:
Stay away! As a victim of the manpri
movement, I have known nothing but
pain and ridicule from friends and family
members from the moment that I put on
my first and last pair. Although manpris
may look stylish and comfortable and
are enjoying tremendous popularity
abroad, they are a big fashion no-no and
have no place within any well stocked
and fashion conscious closet/drawer,
As a very fashion forward and fashionable campus, we should not have to
worry about this disaster, but there are
a select few out there who have either
made their first tentative steps into this
fashion abyss or are about to. For those
select individuals and for the rest of us,
be forewarned the next time you are
shopping and run into the manpris. Pick
up your bags immediately and run as
fast as you can in the opposite direction
or risk harm.

cuses on issues
associated
with women.
However, men
are
allowed
to partake in
activities that
the Women's
Center
pro
vides
unless
told otherwise.
The Women's
Center
even
includes men
in their mission
statement.
"It is a place
that
facili
tates personal
transformation
inspires
and
both
women
and men to
unlock ambi
tion and skills
to achieve per
sonal power."
So
guys,
grab an apron
COURTESY OF JENNIFER GARDNER
and
women
Students attending the cooking class hosted by the Women's Cen
grab a spatula
ter practice their newfound kitchen skills.
and come see
what goes on
behind the scene in USD's kitchen.
main dining room. Space is limited.
Do not miss the next opportunity for
To sign up visit the Women's
you to have a private lesson with Chef Center in the UC 116 or email them at
Doug on March 27 at 6 p.m. in the womenscenter@sandiego.edu.

Calendar of Events
March 6

March 9

Baseball vs. Santa
Clara @ 8 p.m.

Baseball vs. Loyola
Marymount
@ 1 p.m. in
Cunningham Stadium

Women's Basketball
WCC Tournament1 st Round

March 7
Men's Basketball
WCC Tournament1 st Round
First Annual
International
Women's Day
Celebration Breakfast
@ 7-8:45 a.m.
in the IPJ

March 8
Faculty Recital @8
p.m. in Shiley Theatre
$5 student admission

March 11
Republican/Demo
cratic Debate: Sponsors
by College Republicans
and Young Democrats
in collaboration with
Democracy Matters and
Political Science Honors
Association
@ 12:15 p.m. in TBD
24th Annual Nathaniel
L. Nathanson Memorial
Lecture
@ 6 p.m. in the IPJ
"Originalism: Lessons
from Some Things That
Go Without Saying"
by Robert W. Bennett
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Opinionworthy:
"Senator John McCain has a lifetime of experience that he'd bring to the

Alex Antone Opinion Editor aantone@usdvista.com

White House and Senator Obama has a speech he gave in 2002."
-Hillary Clinton

All the news that's fit to print, publish or broadcast
have the authority to deem something
inappropriate for others? Sometimes the
answer is merely to protect the fragile
sponge-like minds of children. Other
times the answer is to maintain our base
of power and authority.
Censorship isn't just about George
Carlin and Guy Montag. Censorship is
described as the suppression or deletion
of material, which may be considered
BY ALEX ANTONE
objectionable, harmful or sensitive as
OPINION EDITOR
determined by a censor. This suppres"Did you ever hear anyone say, sion can be as drastic as throwing copies
'That work had better be banned be- of "Huckleberry Finn" onto an open
cause I might read it and it might be flame, or as subtle as being forced to
very damaging to me?'" If you're like use specific word choice in magazine or
me, the answer to this famed question newspaper articles.
first posed by former San Francisco
Issues of censorship and free speech
Chronicle editor and Pulitzer Prize are inexorably linked together, locked in
winner Joseph Henry Jackson is a an endless battle, pitting writer against
resounding "No." Instead one might editor, publisher, network and governelicit more affirmative response if the ment alike. The infamous "Great Firewall
question was changed to, "Did you of China" prevents Internet subscribers
ever hear anyone say, 'That work had in China from visiting websites like
better be banned because someone Wikipedia, Youtube and sites deemed
else might read it and it might be very "pro-democracy" by the Ministry of
damaging to them?"' My answer? Public Security.
"Yes. In fact, I've said it myself."
In the United States censorship is
What is it about human nature that rarely used to prevent an influx of pocauses us to try and shelter each other litical ideas, but exercised rather when a
from damaging or offensive material work is deemed obscene or inappropriwhen we have already exposed our- ate. In 1973, the United States Supreme
selves to it? Why do we feel like we Court developed a three-part test for de-

termining whether speech or expression
can be labeled obscene. The Miller test
reads:
"(1) Whether the average person, applying contemporary community standards, would find that the work taken as
a whole, appeals to prurient interest. (2)
Whether the work depicts/describes, in a
patently offensive way, sexual conduct or
excretory functions specifically defined
by applicable state law. (3) Whether the
work, taken as a whole, lacks serious
literary, artistic, political or scientific
value."
To date, this is the best ruling that we
have on the subject of obscenity. But it
is easy to spot the gray areas within the
test. Where do we draw the line between
freedom of expression and vulgarity?
What determines artistic value? What
makes something offensive? If it makes
you uncomfortable? If it challenges
your values or beliefs? If it describes a
deviant act or something frowned upon
by society as a whole? And what about
satire? Have you ever laughed at something and immediately felt bad about it
afterwards?
Individuals have been challenging
societal norms since society first existed. Remember when rock and roll was
considered obscene? I'm sure some of
your grandparents do. Remember when

Finally, a fashion column for the rest of us
BY MARK HEISEY
CHIEF COPY EDITOR
Principledintent Industries recently
announced its spring line, and fashion
enthusiasts are flocking to the stores
to snatch up the latest - more or less
- styles.
This year's overall theme seems to
be a retro 2007 look, as well as some
throwbacks to the 90s and even some
bold nods tb the 80s. However, the
eclectic, almost aimless mix of styles
and patterns finds a way to come to
gether.
The men's line's strongest feature is
a wide array of stylish T-shirts, ranging
from $1.99 to $3.99. Principledintent's
designers have stolen a page from the
book of higher-end designers like Hollister and Abercrombie, stamping their
T-shirts with the names of faux restau
rants, clubs, causes, and some clever
phrases. The T-shirts advertise such
clever inventions as the "Ace Tennis
Classic," the "San Diego Yacht Club"
and "Mid City Records." There are
also shirts with outlandish and imagi
nary, yet stylish, promotions like the
"Save the Rock Alcatraz Preservation
Project." One T-shirt simply states,
"Bluegrass Lover," while another
features the hilarious words, "Donate
Blood."
If this year's breath-taking T-shirts
are the canvas of Principledintent's

men's line, the pants are the frame.
With khakis ranging from $4.99 to
$5.99 and jeans ranging from $5.99
to $7.99, these styles are sure to score
a hit with any fashion lover. A few
pieces feature the heavily worn look
that is becoming increasingly popular
in other retail stores; yet the holes and
frays in Principledintent's jeans have
a much more authentic look than the

Principledintent's
women's line has
continued to feature
hundreds of 80s-style
sweaters this year.
mechanical and intentional rips and
frays of some other fashion lines. By
choosing this more natural look, Prin
cipledintent has sacrificed some dura
bility. However, this should not be too
great a drawback for those who only
wear a given article of clothing a hand
ful of times anyway. For the most part,
though, Principledintent has boldly
chosen to go for the early 2000s "notcrappy" look with just a bit of "lightlyused" touch.
In the women's line, bright pinks
and greens cover Principledintent's

models like the brush strokes of Van
Gogh's "Still Life: Pink Roses." These
bright exotic looks in both shirts and
slacks are sure to make a bold state
ment for any adventurous fashionista.
Try buying both articles in both colors
and alternate matching the two colors.
For those women looking for quieter
spring fashions, the line also features
a large collection of business slacks
ranging from $3.99 to $4.99, as well
as whites and khakis.
Drawing off of years of fashion ex
perience, Principledintent's women's
line has continued to feature hundreds
of 80s-style sweaters this year. While
the sweaters are not huge sellers
during the spring, they hit the racks
year-round, sure to be sold eventually.
Overall, while Principledintent's
new line misses its aim at creating a
coordinated look that still encompass
es the past 30 years of clothing design,
they do manage to at least achieve the
latter. Part of the fun of shopping at
Principledintent is trying to find a co
ordinated outfit among the racks and
racks of clothing - that and knowing
you aren't buying first-hand from huge
corporations that employ people in
third-world countries as slaves, mean
ing you saved 1000 percent on a piece
of clothing that does just as good a job
at achieving its principle function and
you supported one of North America's
leading nonprofit organizations.

the idea of a non-white, non-male
president was about as far fetched as a
television show exalting homosexual
men for giving make overs and fashion advice to straight men? Maybe
not so long ago.
When you find something offensive, start a discussion but don't stop
the presses. Freedom of speech is one
of our first amendment rights and
one of the great ideas on which our
country was founded. Oddly enough,
a French philosopher named Voltaire
wrote my favorite quote about this
unmistakably American ideal. Voltaire said, "I may not like what you
have to say, but I will defend to the
death your right to say it."
So my favorite Vista reader, as
the Opinion editor of this newspaper it is my responsibility to publish
uncensored opinions reflecting the
individual thoughts, views and feelings of the student body and faculty
members. Individual. Not the advertisers, not Mary Lyons, not the board
of trustees, not me. Your opinion matters and I promise to do my best to
make sure your voice - whether pas-,
sionate, dry or satirical - is heard by
your peers by means of publication in
this open forum. After all, it's not just
my job - it's my duty.

Letter to
the editor
I was extremely shocked
when I read the article "'Be
Kind: Rewind' best comedy
since 'Superbad,'" and the
movie was described as being
original and unique. Anyone
paying attention to recent
news would be aware that the
movie is currently under mass
scrutiny for plagiarism of a
skit, "Blockblister," from "The
Amanda Show" in the 1990s.
I must say, it looks very
poorly on the Vista when it's
promoting an act of plagiarism,
as USD highly emphasizes the
Academic Integrity Policy.
Just thought I would throw
you a heads up from a devoted
reader and fan of the Vista.
Ashley Rather
Class of 2010

The Vista would like to
remind readers that "Opinions
expressed in The Vista other
than unsigned editorial are
the opinions of the writers or
columnists and not necessarily
those of The Vista staff," as
stated in the masthead.
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Tensions, water levels rise with proposed curriculum bill
BY MARIE RAFANAN
STAFF WRITER

The California Senate recently
passed bill SB 908, legislation requir
ing textbooks and classrooms to reform
their content and curriculum to include
information regarding recent activity in
climate change. The bill, introduced by
Democratic Senator Joe Simitian, was
passed by a majority vote on Jan. 30
and is currently being sent to the state
Assembly for approval.
This bill requires the state board of
education to revise current standards
to include various topics including
energy, water and wildlife conserva
tion, waste and pest management and
climate change.
Proponents of SB 908 insist the bill
merely creates a more accurate, rel
evant curriculum and maintains there
will be no reason to discuss politics in
regard to climate change. However, the
subject of climate change will lead to
a discussion of global warming. While
the current climate change is not in
question, the issue of global warming
is more controversial.
On the surface, SB 908 has positive
educational purposes. However, it lacks
direction, gives far too much power to
individual publishing companies and
teachers and leaves room for inaccu
racy in the classroom.
The bill only requires schools and
textbooks to include these topics, dic
tating neither the type of research to be
incorporated nor the idea of connected
topics, like global warming, should be
addressed. Though climate change is
indisputable, global warming and the
causes of it are still under research.
Simitian's bill allows the framework
for teaching sensitive topics to be de

PETER CH0/THE VISTA

cided by individual teachers. While im
portant for teachers to retain autonomy
when discussing subjects in class, it is
also important that their personal views
do not color the way students interpret
the information taught. While educa
tors have suggested they will be able
to remain unbiased while presenting
the ideas of climate change and global
warming, they are not immune to the
difficulties of separating personal views
and factual information inherent to any
topic connected to live political issues.
Objectors to SB 908 hold that the

view of those who do not agree with
global warming will not be expressed.
If taught in the classroom it is impor
tant to present the more controversial
aspects of climate change as theories
and not as proven facts. There are
various views of global warming and
climate change that suggest the cur
rent situation is simply a cycle that the
Earth rotates through and therefore is
no cause for alarm. This idea should
be presented alongside the theory that
humans created the relevant predica
ment.

Should educators and publishing
companies portray climate change
and global warming in such a fashion,
many dissenters would be assuaged by
the educational merit of this bill.
SB 908 has great educational inten
tions in creating a relevant curriculum.
Students should be informed and have
the opportunity to discuss current issues
in society, including environmental
dilemmas. However, this bill needs to
be refined to allow students to interpret
the theories of climate change without
an imposed or pre-decided view.

The Oscars: An international affair gone horribly wrong
Although this year's Oscar woes can
be
blamed on problems caused by the
STAFF WRITER
writers' strike, the lack of a "hit" movie
There was a time when the Academy for the year, or the long list of films with
Awards really was the biggest night in overly depressing plots, I place most
show business. I remember the time when of the blame on the influx of foreign
the race for Best Picture could actually be nominees into the usually predominantly
considered a race because all five nomi American marketplace.
nees were equally deserving. And who
As Maxim film critic Peter Hammond
could forget those classic moments, like put it, "Until 'No Country for Old Men'
when Adrien Brody swept Halle Berry took the final two awards of the evening,
off her feet with an unexpected kiss or it was beginning to look like the U.S.
when Julia Roberts thanked everybody was 'No Country for Oscar Winners.'"
imaginable in a four minute emotional In fact, four non-American actors took
tirade? How about when Matt Damon home all four major acting awards, dis
and Ben Affleck shocked the world with persing Oscar gold to England, Spain
Beyond this, multiple
a Best Original Screenplay win? Yeah, I and France.
Oscars found their way to Italy, Ireland
remember that too.
These are the moments that used to and Austria (among others).
The most unexpected of these four
define the Oscars, the moments that could
turn a special night into magic as only acting Oscars was the best actress award,
Hollywood can. Unfortunately, these are which went to Frenchwoman Marion
also the moments that no longer feel the Cotillard for "La Vie En Rose," making
need to present themselves during the her only the second actress in history to
ceremony, as each year the show seems win best actress for a foreign language
to become not only more tedious, but role. It was also the first time that I can
remember when the best actress award
also a bit more painful to watch.
This year the Academy Awards was, winner had a name that was easier to
without a doubt, the worst in the show's pronounce than that of her film, if only
80-year history. What it lacked in excite even slightly.
Although these international nominees
ment was perhaps only surpassed by
did
turn many people away, at least they
what it lacked in worthy nominees, lead
ing to the great monotony of the entire brought Javier Bardem into the spotlight.
Perhaps the only worthy recipient of an
broadcast.
BY DOUG WOOD

award this year, Bardem is also the first
Spanish actor to ever win a best support
ing actor Oscar.
The nominees were not the only major
problem with the awards. My strongest
critique of the night comes with the fact
that my favorite film of the year, "Gone
Baby Gone," only received one nomina
tion. This picture, along with "Michael
Clayton," were the only two this year
that left me feeling anything remotely re
sembling a moral dilemma after the cred
its began to role. Although the academy
did honor Amy Ryan with a supporting
actress nomination for her fantastic per
formance in "Gone Baby Gone," there
was no further mention of this film at the

Oscars. Behind stunning cinematography
and a flawlessly adapted screenplay, Ben
Affleck's directorial debut should have
not only earned him a best director nod,
but should have also been considered for
best picture of the year.
But enough criticism of the Oscars, I
don't have to tell you how horrible the
show was, you all probably saw for your
selves. So maybe next year we'll all fall
out of our chairs when a comedy wins
best picture, or better yet we'll applaud
from our living rooms when Johnny
Depp actually gets to take home a golden
statue. But until then please excuse me
while I keep telling myself that I'm never
going to watch that stupid show again.

See something you like?
See something you don't?
Have an opinion on anything at all?
Write a letter to the editor and see your name in print!

Submissions should be sent to:
aantone(a),usdvista.com
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How to get the seat, the girl and vanquish your nemesis
BY KEVIN MURPHY
STAFF WRITER

Horrible seats ruin good days. Like if
you get a seat near the door at Aromas,
unless you have a couple spare Met
Life windbreakers handy, that scone is
going to suck. But the most important
seat is the one you choose on the first
day of class. As a graduating senior, I
will impart some knowledge to the un
derclassmen to advise them on the best
seats to get. Perhaps this will give them
something to talk about rather than how
different their hometown is from San
Diego (ex. "Yeah back in Checotah,
we don't even have Quizno's, like we
only have Subways...so weird...So like
wanna hit up the Grille and talk about
our high school mascots?") But 1 di
gress, so you may be asking, "What is a
good seat and how do you get one?"
A good seat is one that is near an
attractive female (yes, this is another
male-biased article, once I make it
through "Are You There God? It's Me
Margaret," I'll be sure to write up a
review ASAP). A good seat is one that
allows you to raise your hand easily and
casually, rather than if you are in the way
back, when you almost have to become
Mary Lou Retton landing the dismount
in order to get the teacher's attention. If

you are too close and your hand raise
is not called on immediately - and you
keep it raised - well that just becomes
awkward and annoying. All this being
said, I will present some hypothetical
situations that will help not only get
you the seat you deserve, but also how
to deal with certain unexpected incon
veniences.
How to: Get the seat. Arrive to
class on the first day with about three
minutes to spare. This allows you to get
a decent survey of the class and scope
out potential in-class banter buddies.
Avoid any girl that has a tattoo of some
thing like shooting stars, pixie dust or
the Japanese symbol for love. Sit in the
middle, and I mean middle. This gives
you four to eight options of finding a
quality mate rather than if you sit near
the window (granted those breezes can
be quite refreshing) where you would
only have two to four choices. For the
first day, we are looking for quantity
not quality. Every girl is not going to be"
enamored with your thoughts of David
Archuleta's performance on "American
Idol" (by the way, it was breathtaking;
he'll probably win even if he does laugh
too much).
How to: Avoid the nostalgic part
ner. You walk into class and your partner
from Spanish class (three semesters ago)

spies you down. "Hola, como estas?"
he says. This person is like that guy in
"Can't Hardly Wait" and will just not let
memories of the subjunctive go the way
of the past tense. Do not settle for the
easy hola and seat choice. Just shuffle
through your backpack and choose a
seat far away. Set the precedent early. A
simple head nod will do from then on.
Adios you desperate, clingy freak!
How to: Capitalize and connect
with a lovely lady. You have a solid
in-class banter partner. She likes your
observation about how the guy a few
seats behind you is bold enough to open
and eat a bag of Doritos during lecture.
(Side note: if you think you can get
away by chewing really slowly, think
again you munching douche.) Things
are going well but you cannot get a
post-class walk and talk. So, rather than
sitting beside her and exchanging Pam
and Jim-esque glances at one another,
sit a few seats in front of her. Only do
this in dire situations as you become a
heartless seat stealer (which is addressed
in the following section). As the teacher
winds down class, put everything fn
your bag quickly and wait for her to
pass by. If the banter is as good as you
think, she will surely notice the obvious
change. A simple comment like, "Yeah
just wanted a change of scenery," will

transform your potential weirdness into
something more endearing. Casually
pick up your ready-to-go bag. And the
walk and talk is yours.
How to: Punish the seat stealer. You
walk into class, perhaps a few minutes
later than usual and what the—Some
random dude in a Billabong T-Shirt has
just snaked your seat! After you do the
head shift from side to side, panning the
room and letting everyone else know,
"Hey this guy with the Jersey Shore
haircut who is probably taking the
class pass/fail just displaced me." This
is more annoying than sitting in a lefthanded desk. Furthermore, it becomes
really awkward when you have to take
someone else's seat and then they give
you the "what the—" face. Now you
have become that sporadic seat-changer
that everyone despises. The best move
at this point is to leave class, go to La
Paloma, and order a Ham it Up with
mayo, Philadelphia rolls, Miss Vickie's
Jalapeno Chips and a side of that San
Diego Sunrise coffee. Eat these. Go
back to class. Let loose some SBDs that
are so potent, so fresh-brewed, so poetic,
that everyone within a four-seat radius
will immediately leave class. And while
your reputation and self-pride will both
have taken massive hits, at least you'll
have a good seat.

Thinking outside the Middle East: why the rest of the world is also important
BY JOE STEWART
STAFF WRITER

If 2008 has taught us anything, it
is that we may need to adjust our sen
sors and recognize the world outside of
the Middle East and the importance of
broader international developments to
security and foreign relations. American
media rarely conveys non-Middle East
developments but creates a society in
which many citizens are largely unaware
of important issues occurring in other
parts of the world. The changing inter
national system demands more attention
than it has been given in Election 2008;
it is our responsibility as Americans to
be aware of these changes, and to know
how our president will act as a leader
within this new system. All of the can
didates should not only address ideas on
Middle East policy, but also the entire
gamut of world issues that are likely to
play a part in their presidency.
Why is Latin America important?
Regarding Mexico and the United States
the immigration debate still rages on,
and we not only need to look at Ameri
can immigration policy, but also try to
understand the deeper issues in Mexico
that drive mass immigration. The next
president needs to take a serious look at
NAFTA and its effect on U.S.-Mexican
relations. Lest we forget in Cuba, Fidel
is out and Raul is in. It may be overly
optimistic but this could present new
opportunities for the incoming president
in terms of ending the embargo and es
tablishing new relations. Finally, Hugo
Chavez, a strong socialist leader in Ven
ezuela, is likely to spread his message
of anti-Americanism throughout the
region in an attempt to further poison
America's image. Unfortunately Latin
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America is already largely disillusioned
with the United States because of our
seeming lack of interest in the region
since 2001.
Why is Europe important? Britain
and France, two of the most powerful
countries in Europe and two impor
tant American allies, recently saw two
new leaders come into power: Gordon
Brown and Nicolas Sarkozy. Undoubt
edly, the United States' relationship with
these two will surely not be the same
as it was with Tony Blair and Jaques
Chirac in power. In 2008 we have seen
the birth of the world's newest country:
Kosovo. But don't expect this to go over
smoothly with Serbia or it's ally Russia:
both are potentially going to try to make
life as difficult as they possibly can for
the United States, which was quick to
recognize Kosovo as an independent

country. In case you have not studied
abroad, Americans are paying $1.50 for
every euro they spend. Until the United
States fixes both its domestic economy
and international trade status, you may
have to rethink that weekend trip to Oktoberfest.
Why is Asia important? While China
is emerging as the new economic super
giant, they still have to deal with en
vironmental pollution, industrial stan
dards and improving their human rights
record, all of which will be issues facing
the new president and their relation
ship with this superpower. With signs
of hope arising from North Korea, this
could be a brilliant opportunity for our
new president to demonstrate his or
her diplomatic genius. Things should
remain business as usual with Japan but
it is crucial that the United States keeps i

close ties with this important ally.
Why is Africa important? It shocks
me how little the situation in Darfur
is addressed in the media, and how it
is almost never addressed among the
presidential candidates. This is one of
the worst catastrophes in modern his
tory and it should be a top priority for
both the newly elected president and the
administration. Of course AIDS causes
Africa a whole mess of problems and
dramatic action will be needed by the
entire international community.
Yes, the Middle East is important;
in fact, it is probably the region most
pertinent to American national secu
rity interests. However, the presidential
candidates need to address larger world
issues as well since they will be deal
ing with them over the course of their
presidency.
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Staying safe on and off campus

Students raise attention for awareness of safety precautions
BY JULIA CAMPAGNA
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STAFF WRITER
Public Safety, emergency campus phones and College Cab are brought
into new light after last year's rape and robbery in Mission Beach involv
ing four USD students.
Safety precautions are now more prevalent than ever, as students recog
nize the need for security both on campus and off, especially at night.
As Resident Assistant Sam Morgen says, "Never go play alone." That
seems to be the mantra that many students feel is the best form of safety
prevention, especially when traveling off campus.
Morgen also recommends knowing where it is you are going, especially
making sure not to "drink in crazy new environments." In all situations,
he said, "If you feel uncomfortable, leave. It is always better to leave
and party another day than risk getting hurt."
On-campus resident junior Jessica Hoffman is also a firm believer in
planning ahead, whether that involves a designated driver or a cab.
On campus, Morgen said, "Don't be afraid of the RA." Although you
may get in a bit of trouble for drinking on campus, he said, safety is more
important, especially when it comes to people's health.
RAs are there for students, as is Public Safety, and Morgen encour
ages students to use both as resources. Knowing the numbers for Public
Safety is also an important tool.
A suggestion sophomore Danielle Nemmers has is to place a blue light
on the sidewalk that leads to the Vistas, a place she cites as being some
where where she does not always feel comfortable, especially at night.
Another safety issue has been brought up concerning the location of
the UTAs in relation to campus entrances, as many students have to cross
Linda Vista Road late at night when they are traveling from campus to

their housing and vice versa.
Public Safety oftentimes offers rides to these students, and a recent
tram route was established between the UTAs and Main Campus.
Many students claim to feel safe on campus. Overall, Nemmers said
she "feels safe to a certain extent" while on campus.
Associated Students has teamed up with the Center for Health and
Wellness Promotion and Orange Cab to provide the USD College Cab
program, which gives students a discounted cab fare home, no questions
asked. Students are encouraged to call Orange Cab at (619) 291-3333 if
they find themselves in unsafe or uncomfortable situations off campus.
College Cab runs from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. every day. Students must
have their USD identification card with them to utilize the service and
USD will pay for half of the cab fare if the student provides payment to
USD within two weeks at the Cashier's Office, located in the Hughes
Administration Building. For more information, visit www.sandiego.
edu/chwp.
The Center for Health and Wellness Promotion has additional informa
tion on their website for student safety. Resources include an off-campus
living guide with safety tips and Mexico visitor and border crossing
information. Their website also includes a link to another website on
rape prevention.
Public Safety provides R.A.D. (Rape Aggression Defense) programs
which, according to its website, "is a unique crime prevention program for
women only that focuses on women's safety and self-defense techniques."
R.A.D. is a 12-hour class open to groups of female students. Students
xan contact Public Safety for information about R.A.D. classes, and visit
www.sandiego.edu/safety/RAD.php for a summary of the program.
Public Safety's website has additional security tips, crime alerts and
information about emergency procedures.

DAVINA COADY/THE VISTA

Students living on campus stay up to date on safety alerts with occasional postings and
flyers warning dorm residents of potential criminals or threats on campus.
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ree to four patrol cars on campus at any given tone. Officers use these cars to make rounds through
the entire campus around the dock for students' safety.
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Why going
home will
actually help
your sanity

BY KAITLIN PERRY
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

This weekend I ventured up
to Ventura, Calif., making a pitstop in L.A. to see Cat Power
with my sister, so that I could
simply do my laundry and get
new glasses. Little did I know
that those short three days back
home would greatly impact my
motivation level and help me
figure out my life in general.
Highlights of the weekend
were getting new glasses,
free laundry service, Lifetime
movies and pets. Seeing my
family was grand and made me
feel at ease again. As much as
I love my silly roommate and
crazy friends, I was in need
of a break from my wild life.
A breath of fresh air was very
important for my health.
What's weird about living at
school is that my life falls into
a routine to the extreme. Every
thing is scheduled for a certain
time at a certain place on cer
tain days and it's a continuous
cycle that lasts for weeks. Back
at home I get to be lazy and do
what I want when I want. I can
take naps and stay in my comfy
clothes all day because there is
no pressure to go out on Satur
day night, which means I also
save a LOT of money.
The weekend at home
helped me get my life back in
order, somewhat of a detox if
you will. I now feel a bit more
set in what I do and do not like
doing and what I need to spend
my money on and who with.
I also learned from Lifetime
movies that if you are about to
be killed you should definitely
insult your attacker's children.
The best part of my week
end by far was being around
my grandmother because she
makes me so ridiculously giddy
that I am constantly laughing,
the best natural high you can
have.
My special weekend made
me happier, a bit more relaxed
and a lot more inspired to be a
college student.

kperry@usdvista.com

Cultureworthy:
"We're going to have a guys night out...a GNO...a guhno.
Actually it's more of a guys afternoon in, a GAI...a gayit's not gay...it's a bridal shower for guys...a guy shower...
an hour-long shower with guys."
-Michael Scott, "The Office"

Say goodbye to the beloved Polaroid
BY AMBER STRAUSS
STAFF WRITER

We are definitely living in the
digital age, with digital cam
eras, video recorders, DVDs,
Internet and cell phones that
change practically every day.
As a result of these new inven
tions, old ones from times past
are constantly being pushed
out of the limelight to make
way for newer, better, faster,
updated versions. In February
it was announced that one of
the world's most timeless and
dynamic inventions is going
to be discontinued: the instant
Polaroid camera and film.
This loss will have a greater
effect than most are willing
to admit. Not only will nos
talgic memories be gone, but
many industries in different
fields utilize the instant film
that coincides with a Polaroid
camera.
Those in medical occupa
tions use instant photps in
medical imaging. Archae
ologists use it in combination
with X-rays to examine ruins
without disturbing or upset
ting their findings.
Those
involved in law enforcement
and criminal justice make use'
of Polaroid pictures for evi
dence because Polaroid film
cannot be unnoticeably altered
or retouched.
Perhaps the most promi
nent industry that exploits the
unique treasure of the Polaroid
camera is the fashion industry.
The fashion industry relies

I

on Polaroids for instant, un
altered model shots, fashion
show looks and makeup shots.
If you've never been to a gosee at a modeling agency or
involved in a photo shoot or
runway show, Polaroids are
posted everywhere. As soon

do?
Many people are confused
as to why the Polaroid Compa
ny is discontinuing the instant
analog cameras and film. The
company, due to marketplace
reductions for the product,
is getting rid of the cameras

COURTESY OF KELSEY PERRY

The Polaroid camera produces perfectly contrasted pictures.

as you walk in the door of
the agency they snap a photo
of you that shows your true
appearance that can instantly
be placed with your personal
file. Polaroids help stylists on
photo shoots and runways to
know if an outfit is exactly how
the designer wants it. Without
the ability to use these photos,
what will the fashion industry

to focus on their digital en
deavors. No one can argue
that Polaroid products were
expensive — one pack of film
that held nine photo sheets
ran the consumer about $30.
But don't worry, you still have
until August 2009 to stock up
on all your Polaroid acces
sories. After that, however,
good luck trying to find them,

unless you're shopping on
eBay where people are already
selling their Polaroid cameras
and film.
The biggest- upset, though,
will be the loss of evocative
memories. I can still remem
ber my eighth grade gradua
tion dance. As soon as my date
and I walked through the door
we were filtered into the photo
line. Still to this day I have
the Polaroid snapshot of that
awkward but exciting stage
of my life, with that hideous
dress forever immortalized in
film as evidence of my lack of
knowledge in the field of fash
ion. Many people have strong
opinions about the Polaroid's
sudden disappearance. Junior
Bryn Everett considers the
Polaroid a generational inven
tion.
"There is no reason to get
rid of them. They shouldn't go
away because even though ev
eryone wants and has a digital
camera, Polaroid is something
completely different and there
is nothing else like that on the
market," Everett said.
Technology is always in
troducing new things to make
old inventions better, like the
switch from VHS to DVD.
but no one is creating a new
Polaroid, it's just being dis
continued altogether. So once
again technology has pushed
a classic invention out of the
public eye, replacing it with
new, fancy and faster cameras
that store pictures on memory
cards or hard drives, depriving
us of instant gratification.

Editor's picks - experimenting with your
attention span and patience

I
I
Bye Lenin!"
I A"Good
tragicomedy about a

I
I

young man who tries
to keep his recovering
mother from discovering
that the Berlin Wall hast
fallen in order to avoid
straining her weakened
heart. It's in German but
of course has subtitles.

"Quarterlife"
This show premiered on
NBC two weeks ago and
made a great impression
on me. The writing is
intelligent, the characters
real and the entirety of the
show is believable and
relatable. Look for it on
Sunday nights.

"Walking L.A./
(Sur)facing the City"
A performance evolved
from the research of Sara
Wookey that "celebrates
the sub-surface layers of
the city made available
only to the one who
walks." March 7 at 6 and
8 p.m. at MCASD.

Har Mar Superstar"DUI
"D! Is the dial your fingers
dance. Give it to me!
U! Under the spell of
romance, Can you hear me
girl?

I! Is the dangerous
influence,
I feel it!"

g
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Favorite college indie dance band to play L.A.

Delicious
breakfast: Try

BY AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITER

The up-and-coming indie
rock band The Turf is playing
Los Angeles March 5-7. This
scrappy, Nashville-based rock
band is doing a short tour prior
to the long-anticipated release
of their new full length EP,
"What Up Tambourine."
Heavily influenced by popu
lar bands such as The Arctic
Monkeys, The Strokes and The
Rapture, the band has an edgy
indie-rock vibe that just makes
you want to dance.Catchy and
unprecedented melodies led by
vocalist Brendan Mayer are
a Turf signature. Other group
members include guitarist Slade
Utley, bassist Nigel Hood and
drummer Nick Carter - a trio
that has been making music to
gether for the past seven years.
These self-described "goofy
Nashville boys who just want
to have some fun, make some Above: The Turf's original band logo. Below: The band kicking it.
edgy dance music, and get
people excited" are still creat new music. According to The
ing their sound, albeit with Turf's MySpace blog, they are
a confidence that belies their "gathering up life experiences,
which will soon be conveyed
teenage years.
through
music" when The Turf
Last year in Music City, The
Turf raised quite a buzz in a returns home for more studio
relatively short span of time. time, more shows and more
In February, the band played promotion of this college band
their first show at a high school that nobody seems to be able to
house party and things took off get enough of.
The band continues to write
rapidly from there. By April
they were playing some of the music every day and practices
most well-known venues in via Skype and iChat. When
Nashville, released their first EP asked why they decided to
(untitled) and had accrued quite pursue college when things
a following. Something that were looking so promising for
had always just been a hobby their future as a rock band, The
for the four friends turned into Turf replied, "We didn't feel
a serious pursuit of a mutual ready to write the album we
life-long dream. They soon knew we could. We believed
were contacted by a prominent so much in each other and in
music industry lawyer, Robin our music that we knew a year
Michell Joyce, and began to wouldn't break us up. We might
search for a record label to sign have been too young, who
with. By June, they had signed knows? Time apart allowed
with booking agency William us, and is allowing us, to grow
Morris and begun to consider individually and truly evaluate
our long-term lives and if we got stronger. On tour beginning
music as a career.
Currently the band members wanted The Turf to be a major in Los Angeles they will be
playing at the world-famous
are scattered across the coun part of them."
Luckily, The Turf played a Knitting Factory on Wednesday
try for college in Providence,
Boston, Nashville and Los An few shows in Nashville in Jan night, USC Thursday night,
geles but they're still creating uary, and the stage magic only and on Venice Beach Friday at

the Boardwalk
BY AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITER

COURTESY OF THE TURF

1 p.m. If you're not going to be
able to make the shows, check
out www.myspace.com/theturfmusic and give it a listen.
They might just be the next big
thing.

Upcoming March concerts in San Diego
MARCH 7-14

MARCH 15-22

MARCH 23-31

3/7 BAD RELIGION, HOB

3/18 NADA SURF WITH SEA WOLF, HOB

3/26 BLUE OCTOBER, 4TH AND B

3/8 MATT NATHANSON, HOB

3/19 TRISTAN PRETTYMAN, BELLY UP TAVERN

3/26 COLLECTIVE SOUL, HOB

3/13 ANGELS & AIRWAVES, SOMA

3/21 THE ROCKET SUMMER W/ ALL TIME LOW, SOMA

3/29 THE BLACK KEYS, HOB

3/14 Too SHORT, 4TH AND B

3/21 BUILT TO SPILL, BELLY UP TAVERN

3/31 CITIZEN COPE, HOB "

Looking for a great breakfast
in the Mission Beach area, but
tired of the usual hour wait at
Mission Cafe? Try Boardwalk,
a great restaurant for good
food and good times, without
a wait!
This super-casual local
favorite is located right on
Mission Boulevard and Santa
Clara, mere steps away from the
beach. On sunny days (pretty
much every day in San Diego),
one can revel in the beautiful
weather on the outdoor patio
or sit inside and watch the big
game on one of the six large
plasmas. But with a gorgeous
view of the ocean and Mission
Beach boardwalk, most diners
opt to sit outside on the patio,
which is also a great spot for
people-watching while enjoy
ing a meal.
Under new management,
Boardwalk has recently been
revamped and is now catering
to a younger clientele. As one
Mission Beach local put it,
"Service has improved, and so
has the menu." With newly ex
tended hours, open every day
from 8 a.m. until "late," a new
full-service menu and a new
vibe, Boardwalk is becoming
a great new local hangout. The
dining atmosphere is both laidback and fun, the food is deli
cious and the daily drink spe
cials are just an added bonus.
The menu is pretty general,
serving everything from sea
food to Mexican to vegetar
ian, keeping all diners happy
with the wonderful variety.
But the best meal Boardwalk
serves is breakfast. The longcoveted breakfast omelets are
renowned, as are the massive
bowls of fresh fruit, yogurt and
granola (under $4!). Creative
names for breakfast options
such as the "Son of a Biscuit"
(biscuits smothered in gravy,
served with eggs, toast, bacon
and breakfast potatoes) and the
"Breakfast Club" (BLT sand
wich with eggs and cheese,
served with breakfast potatoes)
are popular favorites, both
priced under $10. For college
students, the price is right.
In terms of the atmosphere,
you can't beat it. With six flat
screens for watching sports
and a location just steps from
the beach, you are bound to
enjoy great times along with
great food at Boardwalk. It is
also a KU game watch location
so any Jayhawk fan can feel
right at home.
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"The Whitest Kids IT Know:" a new type of comedy troupe
BY CARRIE WIDDER
ASST. A&C EDITOR
The sketch comedy stylings
of the Whitest Kids are not for
the faint of heart. Those used
to the tame nature of "Satur
day Night Live," might not be
prepared for this troupe who
get laughs from sketches about
getting high with dinosaurs,
raps about Hitler and the best
way to kill the President of the
United States.
No matter how out there the
material is, these guys only want
to get one message across: "As
long as we're stirring people's
emotions, we've succeeded.
We just want to touch people.
Its all about touching people."
I had a chance to interview
Sam Brown and Timmy Wil
liams, two of the five members
of the Whitest Kids. Brown
was one of the founding mem
bers of the troupe back in 2000
in New York's School of Visual
Art. He and the other founders,
Trevor Moore and Zach Cregger, started a club on campus
called "The Whitest Kids U'
Know," and membership varied
from 10 to 20 people during its
years at the school.
Williams met the group in
a memorable way - on 9/11.
"I lived in the same dorm in
Brooklyn as the other guys and

C0URTESY OF SCOTT PASFIELD

Check out the second season of

ie Whitest Kids U' Know" on IFC, J

idays at 11 p.m.

our building was all smoky, so
we were all hanging out togeth
er." Once fifth member Darren
Trumeter joined, the "Kids" as
you know it now, was formed.
"There were a lot of tears," said
Brown, of the other students
who were in the club that left,
making it the five core guys.
The troupe went from live
shows to premiering their first
season with FUSE in 2007. The
second season is currently un-

derway and has switched net
works to IFC, the Independent
Film Channel. This network
provides longer episodes with
out commercials, and means
profanity is no longer bleeped,
letting the guys do "whatever
we want," Williams said.
"It's been awesome," Brown
said.
Along with the second
season, Whitest Kids U' Know
has been garnering a lot of dif

ferent mediums to showcase
their sketches. Episodes are
available for download on the
iTunes music store, which has
been great for the guys. "With
iTunes, we get a huge mix of
people, and the user comments
are really polarized, from five
stars to one star. As long as
people don't feel indifferent
towards what we do, its good,"
Brown said.
Williams added, "Some

people loved it or they think
were the spawn of devil, for
example."
So what sketches are the guys
looking forward to this season?
"Opus," they both agreed. "It's
the longest one we've ever
done, I think its about 12 min
utes long," Williams said.
"There's also one about
Francis Scott Key that I'm ex
cited about," Brown said. "The
way we come up with these
sketches is we all sit around in a
room with a computer and pitch
about three or four ideas each.
They end up being so crazy
because we're all just bounc
ing off one another's ideas of
what we each think is funny.
It seems all over the place
because of that." "It's kind of
like those popcorn stories you
tell," Brown said, giving more
of a visual picture of what these
brainstorming sessions would
be like.
Along with the TV show,
The Whitest Kids tour around
doing a live show. While the
live shows are primarily in New
York last month they came to
San Francisco. When the idea
of touring to San Diego was
brought up, the response was
positive. So hopefully we'll be
seeing them in the near future.
In the meantime, check them
out on IFC, Sundays at 11 p.m.,
iTunes, and OnDemand.

"Once" wins the Oscar for Best Original Song
BY MAGGIE KLOS
STAFF WRITER
In recent years, watching the
Oscars has become less about an
exciting night of television and
more about dubious tradition.
The Oscars is an event where au
diences can see the biggest movie
stars all in one room, dressed fab
ulously and congratulating each
other on nominations. Every
once in a while, however, there is
a moment in the mundane threehour ceremony that restores faith
in the Oscars. The award for best
original song in a movie was one
of those golden Oscar moments
this year.
As the night trailed on, the
Oscars featured musical perfor
mances from each of the five
nominees for best song i na movie.
One of the songs from the Disney
motion picture, "Enchanted,"
was expected to win due to its
three nominations. "Raise It Up,"
from August Rush was another
nominee. However, the shining
golden nominee came from the
independent film "Once." The
song, "Falling Slowly," was
performed onstage by its original
writers and singers Glen Hansard
and Marketa Irglova.

The performance lacked grand
costumes, elaborate dancing and
tricky backgrounds. Instead, the
two performers sat calmly at
a piano and with a guitar. The
grand orchestra enhanced the
duo's performance. Hansard and
Irglova sang lyrics such as "Take
this sinking boat and point it
home/We've still got time/Raise
your'hopeful voice you have a
choice," which entranced the
audience.
As John Travolta came on
stage to list off the nominees,
Hansard and Irglova sat smiling
with pride. Finally, the winner
was announced and Hansard and
Irglova were joyfully shocked
- yet they made it to the stage to
accept the award. Hansard told
the audience, with his adorable
Irish accent, "We made this film
two years ago, we shot on two
handicams, it took us three weeks
to make and we made it on a
hundred grand." Hansard gave a
brief testimony to the wonderful
simplicity of the film.
The film stars Hansard and
Irglova and the plot is simple.
Hansard plays a Dublin man who
soulfully strums his guitar and
sings as a street musician on the
streets of Dublin. Then he meets

COURTESY OF MARK J. TERRILL/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Glen Hansard and Marketa Irglova perform the Oscar winning song, "Falling Slowly.

Irglova who plays a young Czech
girl with equally talented musi
cal ability. The two spend a short
amount of time together making
music, inspiring-each other and
slowly falling for each other. As
Hansard explained, it is a simple,
low budget, but still Oscarworthy
film.
The truly memorable moment
in the night came after Hansard
said his acceptance speech and
as Irglova took the mic the
power was cut off. The show

went to commercial to fix the
error and when it returned, host
John Stewart introduced Irglova
back onstage allowing her to
give a full acceptance speech.
Irglova took the mic thanking
the audience saying, "Fair play
to all those that dream."
"Once" winning the Oscar
not only proved the academy's
appreciation for the independent
films, but it also proved how
perfectly constructed the film
is. A simple film with a focus on

music is a true testament to the
arts that tend to be abandoned in
high-budget films. The music,
actors and production all make
"Once" not only an Oscarwor
thy film, but also evidence the
lasting art of filmmaking. As
Irglova said in her speech, the
song is about hope, and "Once"
winning an Oscar made it clear
that the Oscars still have hope
in securing themselves as an
exciting annual television tradi
tion.
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SAVE THE DATE I
VOTE '08
(UMMfwrv at immm®

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS SPRING ELECTIONS
MARCH 10TH-11TH
9AM-5PM
RUNOFFS: MARCH 13TH-14TH

MY.SANDIEGO.EDU

Looking for an on-campus
leadership position for 08-09?

CAN'T WRITE OR EDIT
BUT STILL WANT TO BE
PART OF THE VISTA?

Look no further - join The Vista!

NEED SOME EXTRA CASH?

Applications for Editor in Chief
and Director of Finance will be
available March 25.

DISTRIBUTE THE VISTA
THURSDAY MORNINGS.
GET PAID.

For more information contact:

BRING A FRIEND.
YOU'LL BOTH GET PAID.

Editor in Chief Mallory Nachtsheim
mallory@usdvista.com
Director of Finance Christine Haskell
chaskell@usdvista.com

IT'S THAT EASY.
E-MAIL
MALLORY@USDVISTA.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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"I did it because I was feeling confident, and I wanted to
switch things up. One thing is for sure you'll never see me
with a mohawk again!"
-Brandon Johnson when asked about shaving his mohawk

Toreros win USD tournament
BY JUSTIN SAKS
STAFF WRITER

BY RAYMOND AYALA
SPORTS EDITOR

Floyd Mayweather Jr. is ar
guably the best boxer pound for
pound in the world right now.
His statistics are impressive: 39
wins and zero losses, 25 coming
by knockout. He has faced the
stiffest competition and has
come out on top every time,since
his. professional debut in 1996.
Mayweather is also as arrogant
is he is good. I guess it is easy
to be arrogant if no one has ever
beaten you before, especially in
a physically enduring sport such
as boxing. He has developed the
nicknames "Pretty Boy" Floyd
and "Money" Mayweather, and
he lives up to the meaning behind
such names.
What little respect the boxing
world had for this gifted fighter,
will go down the drain March
30, when Mayweather will take
a $20 million dollar payday to
take a match against a seven
foot giant in the WWE. Let me
remind everyone this boxer is the
same man who danced his way to
a fourth place finish on "Dancing
with the Stars."
The real sports world forgive
this man for selling his soul to
the devil once but now he has
gone too far. Mayweather needs
to stop thinking about himself
and think about the sport that
could potentially die from lack
of competition. Mayweather is a
gifted fighter but what he has lost
any ounce of respect I ever had
for him.
Though the competition in
boxing has dwindled since the
glory days of Muhammed Ali,
George Foreman and Joe Lewis,
there still must be a better option
than fake wrestling. All of these
greats must think be thinking,
"What the heck is this kid doing
to the sport?" He is every posi
tive word you can think of in the
ring, most notably thus far, invin
cible! But outside the ring lives a
greedy man who would probably
do anything for a million dollar
payday. Even spit in the face of
the sport that has blessed him so
handsomely.

Behind
strong
pitching
performances the Toreros are
showing they are worthy of the
high national ranking given to
them prior to the season's start.
After putting the three disap
pointing losses to San Diego
State behind them, the Toreros
traveled to No. 11 Long Beach
State on Feb. 26 where they
came up with a big win to help
give them some momentum
going into the USD Tourna
ment.
The Toreros then won three
straight games over the week
end before suffering a minor
setback Sunday. Two of the
wins came against nationally
ranked teams and the Toreros
are starting to look like the
baseball powerhouse people
predicted, one with dominant
pitching and clutch hitting.
Friday morning in the first
game of a double-header the
Toreros were down by two runs
late in the game before rally
ing. Cal Poly had gotten off to
a quick start with Luke Yoder
hitting a solo home run in the
first inning off starting pitcher
Josh Romanski. That would
be the only earned run that
Romanski gave up; the other
that run came across the plate
was unearned. In the bottom of
the eighth inning and down by
two, Kevin Muno started things
off with a single and Sean
Nichol followed with a single
of his own. Romanski, still
in the game as the designated
hitter, sent a deep shot to right
for his third home run of the
season that gave the Toreros a
3-2 lead and getting himself off
the hook for the loss. Sammy
Solis picked up the win for the
Toreros while closer AJ Griffin
picked up his second save on
the season.
The second game the To
reros would play was a pitch

Week in
BY RAYMOND AYALA
SPORTS EDITOR

Women's basketball
The women's basketball
team split their Los Ange
les roadtrip, picking up a

ing duel between Toreros
ace Brian Matusz and Fresno
State's Tanner Sheppers. After
giving up two runs in the first
inning, Matusz settled down
and showed why he is one of
the top prospects in this year's
MLB draft. In seven innings of
work Matusz allowed two runs
on six hits while striking out a
season high 11 batters. He also
picked up the win to even his
record at 1-1. Sheppers had a no
hitter going into the fifth inning
until the Toreros offense came
alive. Catcher Nick McCoy
drove in outfielder Ryan Davis
for the home team's first run.
In the next inning, freshman
third baseman Victor Sanchez
hit his third home run in as
many games driving in two and
giving the Toreros a 3-2 lead.
After a couple more insurance
runs, Griffin picked up his third
save oh the season while strik
ing out five batters in only two
innings of work to secure the
Toreros 5-2 victory.
On Saturday the Toreros
were able to come back from
behind and beat fifth-ranked
Missouri behind strong pitch
ing from senior Matt Couch.
Trailing by two runs heading
into the sixth inning, the Tore
ros got RBI hits from Sanchez,
Logan Gelbrich and Kevin
Hansen. Romanski again was
in the middle of all the action
going 2-for-3 on the day with
a run scored. Couch picked up
the win while striking out seven
in seven and a third.
Sunday the Toreros suf
fered their first loss to a team
not named San Diego State.
This time it was the California
Golden Bears who were able
to keep the Torero bats silent.
Freshman pitcher Kyle Blair
pitched six innings while al
lowing only five hits and two
runs, but suffered his second
loss in as many starts. He kept
his team in the game but the
offense was unable to score
any runs to support him despite
having the bases loaded in the
win against LMU and losing
a tough game to Pepperdine.
Senior guard Amanda Rego
and junior center Amber
Sprague both finished
the
season on the all-WCC team.

Next Game: The Toreros will
play Portland in the first
round of the WCC Tourna
ment today.

Men's golf
The men's golf team gets

•
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Above: Junior pitcher Matt Couch bounced back from a rough outing
agianst SDSU, and struckout seven against No.5 Missouri in a win.
Below: Senior Ryan Davis has added some much needed pop to the
Torero lineup as a transfer from Vanderbilt University.

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

fourth inning. Nichol was the
lone offensive bright spot for
the Toreros going 3-for-4 at the
plate. The Toreros were shut
out 5-0, falling to 5-4 on the
season.
This weekend the Toreros
will be back in action again at

home at Cunningham Stadium.
On Saturday the Toreros will
face the back-to-back National
Champions, the Oregon State
Beavers. The game against
Oregon State will take place at
Petco Park.

back to action this month
beginning with the USD Cal
laway Golf tournament and
later in the Barona Collegiate
tournament.

week. Notable participants
include former USD quar
terback and NFL prospect
Josh Johnson, who will look
to improve his draft stock
after the NFL combine.

Next Match: The Toreros golf
team play on March 10 and 11
in Rancho Santa Fe.

Football
Many Torero football play
ers will be participating in
the USD Pro Timing Day this

Next Event: After travel
ing to Indianapolis, for the
NFL Combine, Johnson will
return to USD for the USD
Pro Timing Day on March
7.
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Houston, we have another problem
New accusations against Roger Clemens cause problems on and off the diamond
BY SCOTT DENAULT
STAFF WRITER

(HGH) in professional baseball. The
409 page report released on Dec. 13,
2007, claimed that Clemens had been
Roger Clemens is known as one of injected with HGH by former trainer
the most dominant major league pitchers Brian McNamee on multiple occasions.
In reaction to himself being impli
of this or any generation. In his brilliant
24-year career Clemens has amassed cated in the report, Clemens immedi
just under 5,000 innings pitched while ately denied all allegations that he used
chalking up 354 wins and an astounding HGH or any other performance enhanc
4,672 strikeouts.
ing drugs that could lead to him being
Clemens has been named to 11 all- branded a cheater and jeopardize all his
star games, been named the American accomplishments. Clemens even went
League MVP twice, has won seven Cy as far as to hold a congressional hearing
Young awards, and has won the pitching in which he, under oath, told the mem
triple crown (leading the majors in wins, bers of the panel that he has never been
earned run average and strikeouts) twice. injected by his former trainer or anyone
On April 26, 1989, Clemens became the else with HGH. McNamee, however,
first pitcher on Major league history to had a completely different story.
The implications also seemed to
strike out 20 hitters in one game. Until
recent months Clemens was a shoe in to be further proved by the admission of
be inducted into the Hall of Fame on the HGH use by teammate and good friend
first ballot he was eligible for and would Andy Pettitte. The two pitchers, Clem
have had a room dedicated to him and ens and Pettitte, had been teammates on
both the Houston Astros and New York
all his accomplishments in the game.
The reason that Clemens' Hall of Yankees, and spent many off-seasons
Fame status is being called into ques training together.
tion by just about everyone is that he is a
It seems that Clemens testimony
part of what is possibly the largest scan before the congressional panel did not
dal in Major League Baseball since the convince anyone of anything because
famous 1919 Black Sox scandal where the most recent twist to the story is that
major league players were caught fixing the FBI is now investigating Clemens
the World series for gambling inter for perjury. Although there have not
ests. Clemens was implicated multiple been any indictments handed down on
times in a report filed by former Senator Clemens, it has become more and more
George Mitchell on his findings after a apparent that he has been already been
20-month investigation into the use of found guilty in the court of public opin
steroids and human growth hormone ion. Even though baseball fans across

the country have not come down
on Clemens as they did Barry
Bonds during the 2007 season,
Clemens' air of invincibility as
a pitcher and as a heroic athlete
has all but disappeared.
The Torero baseball players
have felt the effects of the Clem
ens debacle. There are ball play
ers at the university who hope to
one day step on the same field
that Clemens once pitched on.
"It's disappointing, he [Cle
mens] is someone I have looked
up to and tried to emulate since
I was a little kid playing in the
backyard with my brother," USD
senior pitcher Luke Rodniger
said.
Clemens
has
vigorously
denied his use of steroids and
human growth hormone as al
leged in the Mitchell Report. By
defending his reputation and his
accomplishments he has upped
the ante. He is now being inves
tigated by the FBI for perjury
and obstruction of justice for
his grand jury testimony. This is
exactly what happened to Barry
Bonds. It will be very difficult for
Roger Clemens to clear his name
and not be permanently linked to
the "Steroid Era," and no matter
the outcome things will never be
the same for him again.

Athlete 2 Athlete: AJ Griffin
BY SCOTT DENAULT
STAFF WRITER
This is the third of a three-part inter
view series featuring USD baseball's
preseason all-American pitchers.
Vista: In high school what schools other
than USD did you consider attending?
Why did you choose USD over those
schools?
Griffin: I considered UC Riverside,
UC Irvine and there were others that
had contacted me. But USD gave me
an offer I couldn't turn down.
V: What is it like being the closer on
a pitching staff like the one you are a
part of?

that I felt the most pressure last year
was probably against Pepperdine on the
Monday game, we were going for the
sweep and I came into a tough situation
with some runners on base. That was
probably one of the toughest situations
I have come "into.

G: We need to stay in the moment and
focus every pitch and simply be better
than our opponents.

V: Do you believe pitching in Dan
ville, II. this past summer has made you
a better pitcher and more ready to take
your game to the next level?

G: We are blessed as a team to have a
great group of guys. Our staff is con
fident and we go after hitters. I don't
really think about us being "the best
staff in the nation" but I think of us
more as competitors who have talent
and experience and that will translate
into people giving us labels like the one
mentioned.

G: Danville was a great experience. I
improved my secondary pitches, refin
ing my changeup and becoming more
consistent with my breaking pitches.

V: What are your thoughts about the
Toreros this season? Do you feel the
G: It is great to be a part of such a great . high preseason ranking has added more
and competitive team. The staff that we pressure on you and your teammates?
have put together is one of the best in
the nation and I couldn't ask to be part G: The preseason rankings'are great but
they don't mean anything in the big pic
of a better group of guys.
ture. We as a team need to be consistent
V: Is there any added pressure being the on the mound and at the plate and just
closer of the staff? When are the times play baseball like we know how to.
that you feel this pressure the most?
V: What do you think will be the key
G: I don't think that there is any more to the team's success in the upcoming
pressure than any other role. Its fun season? What does the team need to
to come in at the end of the game and take their game to the next level and go
throw the final out. One of the times to Omaha?

V: What are your thoughts on being a
part of a pitching staff that is arguably
the best in the country?

PETER CH0/THE VISTA

Sports fans
Pick up
The Vista next
week to check
out our newest
sports series

"The drafting
process
ft

V: What would be the perfect end to
this season?
G: I don't think that there is any other
way to answer this question besides a
national championship.
V: What is your most memorable
moment as a pitcher here at USD?
G: My most memorable moment would
probably be my first appearance as a
freshman. My heart was pounding and
I didn't know what to expect. We ended
up winning the game. It was a great
feeling.

featuring
former
USD QB

Josh Johnson
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Softball has a successful weekend winning three of four
BY ALLISON WOLTERS
STAFF WRITER
The University of San Diego and
Sari Diego State University hosted the
San Diego Classic this weekend. In the
San Diego Classic there were 10 teams
including our Toreros. The Toreros
started the classic off with the Oregon
Ducks Thursday night and had a tough
battle falling 2-0 at the USD Softball
Complex.
The University of San Diego softball team posted back-to-back losses
Friday night against the No. 4 UCLA
Bruins and the Eastern Michigan
Eagles in day two of the San Diego
Classic.
It was a pitcher's duel between the
Eagles and USD as both teams went
scoreless through seven innings, tally
ing three hits apiece through the sixth
inning. USD recorded two errors on
the night.
"It's another tough tournament but
we have played well with these teams.
UCLA is ranked fourth and Oregon
is ranked as well. We had two wins
Saturday and we scored a lot of runs
combing both games. It felt great for
our team in getting consecutive wins
and we hope to keep it going," senior
Nicole Valenzuela said.
The team wrapped up day two of
the classic 2-0 with a 3-2 victory over
St. Peters College and a 7-1 win over
Harvard. The wins pushed San Diego
to 6-12 overall.
Jennifer Ellenbeck posted another
win, moving to 2-7 on the season with

Classifieds
2 la jolla 1 bed
room condos for
sale 279k each. 1
3 bedroom townhome for sale walking distance
to usd 445k - 2
car garage.
Call Seth,
remax agent

Seth O'Byrne,
RE/MAX
Associates

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

Sophomore Jennifer Ellenbeck looks for
the right pitch. Ellenbeck also pitches for
the team, and has a 2-7 record on the
mound, including a win over the week
end.

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

Junior first basemen Lindsay Fleet is currently leading the team with a .327 batting
average. Fleet is making a big impact on the team during her first year at USD.

a strikeout on the day. Alyssa Luna
moves to 3-3 on the season with her
win striking out six batters. Ellenbeck
also hit for a combined 3 for 7 with
one RBI and one run scored. Lindsey

Fleet finished a combined 2-for-5 with
two runs scored and one home run.
Stacy Compton finished 2-for-5 with
three RBI.
Senior Kathleen Bonja said, "It's

Life is calling.

How far will you go?
Lasra hew yea CUB make a diffaranea.
Upcoming araots oa tbt
Uaivarshy afSaa Oiaga compos:

INFORMATION TABU
Wednewtay; March 12
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Outiide ike Hahn. UC

been a busy week for us. We are play
ing some big teams and it has been a
good experience. Our team is learn
ing our strengths and weaknesses and
what we need to focus on before con
ference starts. Our defense has been
doing a great job behind our pitching
and when our bats get going we are a
big threat."
The Toreros finished out the San
Diego Classic with a loss 5-2 to CSU
Bakersfield Sunday.
The Toreros will now travel to
Arizona for another tournament this
weekend.

Classifieds
CAMP
SUMMER
JOBS.

INFORMATION SESSION
Thursday, Match 13 0 4 p.m.
UC Forum, Room 103AB

Magdalena
Ecke Family
Contact USD Recruiter Jacob Hall
YMCA is hiring
for details at: (310) 356-1114 or
ihall@peacecorps.gov
Lifeguards,
Camp
Apply online today and Counselors,
you could be serving
and Camp Unit
oversees this fall!
Leaders.

www.peacacorps.gov (800) 424-8580

Check out our
website at
ecke.ymca.org.
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Toreros take momentum into WCC Tournament
BY RAYMOND AYALA
SPORTS EDITOR

The USD men's basketball
team had a good week lead
ing into the WCC Tournament.
They welcomed the University
of Pepperdine Saturday and
the Loyola Marymount Lions
on Monday night. Both games
were against opponents USD
had beaten earlier in confrence
play on the road.
The Toreros welcomed Pep
perdine first. It was a home
coming for former San Diego
high school standout and
current Pepperdine freshmen
Tyrone Shelley, and he did not
disappoint. Led by Shelley the
Waves pulled out to an early
lead and by halftime they led
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
38-37. The Toreros looked
Senior point guard Brandon Johnson pulls up for a jumper against
sloppy but cleaned it up in the
LMU. Johnson was named to his first AII-WCC team this week.
second half. The Toreros were
led in scoring by freshman
point guard Trumaine Johnson, free throws to seal the game for LMU did not give up though,
going on a huge run to cut the
who scored a career-high 22 the Toreros.
points, and junior point guard
The Toreros were feeling lead to four.
"What coach said in that
Brandon Johnson who scored great after pulling out a victory
21. Pepperdine was down by against Pepperdine but they huddle I can't say on television.
eight points with only 1:10 next welcomed a determined All I know is what he said fired
left, when they began a run. LMU team, one that got em us up enough to finish out the
Pepperdine pulled it to within barrassed by the Toreros on game," Brandon Johnson said.
The Toreros ended up finish
two points on a Ryan Holmes their home floor the last first
steal and lay up. Junior guard time these two teams played. ing out the game in impressive
De'Jon Jackson iced the game The Toreros started out strong style, blowing out LMU 86after being fouled, with two and led LMU by 15 at halftime. 55, Brandon Johnson had 25

PINA BAUSCH

2007

KYOTO

LAUREATE

IN
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Junior De'Jon Jackson dribbles the ball against Pepperdine. Jackson
hit two clutch free throws to finish off the Waves.

points, nine rebounds and eight
assists.
Earlier this week Brandon
Johnson and junior center Gyno
Pomare were named to the allWCC Team. Freshman forward
Rob Jones was also named to
the WCC all-Freshmen team. .
The Toreros have finished
the regular season with an
11-3 conference record, the
best the Toreros have finished
since 1986. The Toreros will
not have to go on the road this
year for the WCC Tournament;
\

ARTS

what moves me

AND

this year the tournament will be
held on their own home court.
The Toreros will start play
in the WCC Tournament Sat
urday against the winner of the
Pepperdine-Portland game on
Friday. If they are victorious
they will then play a semifinal
game on Sunday. Then the
Championship game will be
played on Monday. All games
are being played at the JCP and
the semifinals and finals will
be televised live on ESPN and
ESPN 2.

PHILOSOPHY

March 14,2008 • 3:30 p.m.
University of San Diego
Shiley Theatre • Camino Hall
Free, reservations required.
RSVP www.kyotoprize.org
Renowned choreographer and dancer,
Pina Bausch, winner of the 2007 Kyoto
Prize for Lifetime Achievement in Arts
and Philosophy, offers a rare inside look
at her creative process. Learn how the
German-born Bausch creates "dance
theater" from the inside out.

"I'm not interested in how people
move; but in what moves them."
— PINA BAUSCH

PRESENTED BY

